Discussion Items:

1. **Update on Projects Planned to be Completed in Puerto Rico**
   Not completely scoped yet – TBD. Coordinating with Jacksonville District on these projects. One project procured through Jacksonville and 3 projects procured through St. Louis District.

2. **Discussion on Photogrammetric Mapping and Surveys**
   Stanton gave a slide presentation. All ARC/GLIS and Lidar mapping contracted out using QBS. Upcoming A/E contracts are $125 million. Doing flooding imagery work on the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. Topobathy - underwater photogrammetric mapping – tough to do in muddy waters.

3. **Update on Waters of the US (WOTUS)**
   The WOTUS proposed rule change received many comments. Hiring outside consultant to sort through them.

4. **Legislative Report**
   Bruce Wylie gave a report on legislation of interest.

5. **Next Meeting Date and Location**
   The next meeting will be held at Horner & Shifrins’ office in St. Louis on July 25, 2019, beginning at 10:30 a.m.